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An Illustrated Guide to Veterinary Medical Terminology, Third Edition provides a useful approach to learning medical terms and understanding the basics of veterinary medicine. A systematic process of breaking down medical terms into their component parts allows readers to comprehend the root medical concepts and apply critical thinking skills when faced with new and unfamiliar medical terminology. Chapters progress from basic terminology related to anatomical positioning to body systems, and then to species-specific terminology. Case studies exemplify how medical terminology would be experienced in an actual veterinary practice. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Polymyelitis Eradication

Clinical Diagnosis of Congenital Heart Disease is the latest edition of this comprehensive, highly illustrated guide to the diagnosis of different forms of congenital heart disease. The book is divided into four parts: the first section covers the basics of congenital heart disease, followed by sections on acyanotic lesions and cyanotic lesions. The book concludes with an extensive collection of images and case reports providing insights into the diagnosis of congenital heart disease. The new edition features 'notes' which emphasise important points, and provides detailed information on the role of echocardiography, radiography and echocardiography in diagnosis. Enhanced by 345 images and illustrations in full colour, Clinical Diagnosis of Congenital Heart Disease is an essential update for cardiological centres. New edition of this bestselling textbook is now available.

Diagnostic Imaging of Congenital Heart Defects

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is now considered the imaging modality of choice for the majority of disorders affecting the central nervous system. This is particularly true for gray and white matter disorders, thanks to the superb soft tissue contrast in MRI which allows gray matter, unmyelinated, and myelinated white matter to be distinguished. MRI also has the advantage of not being associated with the risks of ionizing radiation. Owing to the recent advances in the understanding of congenital heart disease, this book is now suitable for clinicians in training. The book emphasizes the role of magnetic resonance imaging in the diagnosis and management of congenital heart disease. The book provides comprehensive discussions of pertinent cardiac issues in the ICU setting with emphasis on perioperative care. This resource provides comprehensive discussions of pertinent cardiac issues in the ICU setting with emphasis on perioperative care.

Interventional Radiology

A distinguished list of contributors from some of the major international centers covers this specialty like never before. With recent advances in ultrasound technology and pharmacology the expertise required to care for a critically ill child with heart disease takes an integrated approach with a multidisciplinary team and central focus. This fantastic introduction to Biological Psychology brings the subject to life in a way that no traditional textbook can. I will certainly be recommending it.” - Brian Wink, Southampton Solent University “My first reaction was that it was both imaginative and courageous. Having read it, I would add that it also makes a significant contribution to the available texts on biological psychology. This approach is just what students are looking for.” Graham Mitchell, University of Northampton Taking a refreshingly innovative approach to the subject, Biological Psychology: An Illustrated Survival Guide uses cartoons as an effective teaching medium. Each chapter is organised into a mini lecture, and offers an accessible introduction to key topics including: The brain and nervous system Vision and audition The mechanical and physiological aspects of fetal development. The book contains over 1,000 stunning images from more than 30 leading experts in congenital heart disease. The book is divided into four parts: the first section covers the basics of congenital heart disease, followed by sections on acyanotic lesions and cyanotic lesions.
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An Illustrated Guide to Veterinary Medical Terminology, Third Edition provides a useful approach to learning medical terms and understanding the basics of veterinary medicine. A systematic process of breaking down medical terms into their component parts allows readers to comprehend the root medical concepts and apply critical thinking skills when faced with new and unfamiliar medical terminology. Chapters progress from basic terminology related to anatomical positioning to body systems, and then to species-specific terminology. Case studies exemplify how medical terminology would be experienced in an actual veterinary practice. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Polymyelitis Eradication

Clinical Diagnosis of Congenital Heart Disease is the latest edition of this comprehensive, highly illustrated guide to the diagnosis of different forms of congenital heart disease. The book is divided into four parts: the first section covers the basics of congenital heart disease, followed by sections on acyanotic lesions and cyanotic lesions. The book concludes with an extensive collection of images and case reports providing insights into the diagnosis of congenital heart disease. The new edition features 'notes' which emphasise important points, and provides detailed information on the role of echocardiography, radiography and echocardiography in diagnosis. Enhanced by 345 images and illustrations in full colour, Clinical Diagnosis of Congenital Heart Disease is an essential update for cardiological centres. New edition of this bestselling textbook is now available.

Diagnostic Imaging of Congenital Heart Defects

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is now considered the imaging modality of choice for the majority of disorders affecting the central nervous system. This is particularly true for gray and white matter disorders, thanks to the superb soft tissue contrast in MRI which allows gray matter, unmyelinated, and myelinated white matter to be distinguished. MRI also has the advantage of not being associated with the risks of ionizing radiation. Owing to the recent advances in the understanding of congenital heart disease, this book is now suitable for clinicians in training. The book emphasizes the role of magnetic resonance imaging in the diagnosis and management of congenital heart disease. The book provides comprehensive discussions of pertinent cardiac issues in the ICU setting with emphasis on perioperative care. This resource provides comprehensive discussions of pertinent cardiac issues in the ICU setting with emphasis on perioperative care.

Interventional Radiology

A distinguished list of contributors from some of the major international centers covers this specialty like never before. With recent advances in ultrasound technology and pharmacology the expertise required to care for a critically ill child with heart disease takes an integrated approach with a multidisciplinary team and central focus. This fantastic introduction to Biological Psychology brings the subject to life in a way that no traditional textbook can. I will certainly be recommending it.” - Brian Wink, Southampton Solent University “My first reaction was that it was both imaginative and courageous. Having read it, I would add that it also makes a significant contribution to the available texts on biological psychology. This approach is just what students are looking for.” Graham Mitchell, University of Northampton Taking a refreshingly innovative approach to the subject, Biological Psychology: An Illustrated Survival Guide uses cartoons as an effective teaching medium. Each chapter is organised into a mini lecture, and offers an accessible introduction to key topics including: The brain and nervous system Vision and audition The mechanical and physiological aspects of fetal development. The book contains over 1,000 stunning images from more than 30 leading experts in congenital heart disease. The book is divided into four parts: the first section covers the basics of congenital heart disease, followed by sections on acyanotic lesions and cyanotic lesions.
Illustrated Field Guide to Congenital Heart Disease and Repair

The Texas Children's Hospital Handbook of Congenital Heart Disease is a practical handbook to help with the day-to-day management of patients with congenital heart disease.

The Pediatric and Perinatal Autopsy Manual

Written by an expert author team at the renowned Boston Children's Hospital, USA. The Pediatric Cardiac Anesthesia Handbook provides a comprehensive yet concise overview of the anesthetic management of pediatric patients with congenital heart disease. This book is divided into two parts. The first part provides an introduction to the basic assessment of patients, including cardiovascular physiology, pathophysiology and the underlying concepts in coronary heart disease, preoperative evaluation, intraoperative management, and interpretation of cardiac catheterization data. The second part of the book addresses disorders and diseases in a templated manner, covering anatomy and physiology, surgical therapies, anesthetic and postoperative management. Chapters on the heart and lung transplantation consider the additional complexities of those patients and anesthetic considerations for non-cardiac surgery after heart transplantation. The anesthesiologist caring for patients with congenital heart disease faces a myriad of challenges in the perioperative management of these complex patients. This book provides a comprehensive book for easy referral. A guide ideal for use during anesthesiology residency training and fellowship. A templated chapter layout ideal for easy referral by wider members of the multidisciplinary team, such as cardiologists, cardiac intensivists, perfusionists, and surgeons. Helpful illustrations and a bulleted content for rapid reference. Guidelines on specific lesions for the pediatric anesthesiologist caring for cardiac patients presenting for non-cardiac surgery. This book is a valuable resource for all anesthesiologists and critical care providers who manage patients with congenital heart disease, and an ideal study aid.

The Pediatric Cardiac Anesthesia Handbook

Congenital Heart Disease: A Surgical Color Atlas is a pictorial illustration with over 750 stunning photographs and line drawings that highlight important surgical, anatomic and pathologic points of congenital heart disease. This impressive work by a surgeon, a cardiologist, and a pathologist, features full-color images as seen through the surgeon's eyes, juxtaposed with line drawings to allow for the full examination of anatomic and surgical details. From the Preface: "This Atlas may very well be the most accurate photographic description of congenital heart disease ever published." - Hitoshi Nikaidoh, MD

An Illustrated Guide to Congenital Heart Disease

Now in a long awaited second edition, this groundbreaking atlas of osteosynthesis in craniomaxillofacial and oral surgery has been fully updated to reflect new technologies, applications, and materials. Illustrated in detailed, highly instructive full-color drawings, the book covers key advances in craniomaxillofacial and oral surgery, including the use of resorbable plates and screws, modern techniques of bone distraction, and the advanced treatment of trauma and congenital deformities. Complete with the relevant anatomy and biomechanics, physiology and bone repair and fracture healing, and the management of possible complications, the Atlas of Craniofacial/Oral Osteosynthesis: Microplates, Miniplates, and Screws is a must-have for those interested in this difficult and challenging area. Full-color throughout and with over 430 high-quality images, this comprehensive atlas covers key areas of urologic surgery including: Surgery for penile curvature Urethral reconstruction and artificial urinary sphincters Penile and scrotal reconstruction Surgery for male infertility Surgery for erectile dysfunction Surgery for penile cancer Each chapter includes an introduction to the condition and its challenge, a step-by-step guide to the surgical procedures applicable for that condition with surgical tips and tricks for improved techniques and outcomes. Brought to you by leading experts in the field of genitourethral surgery, this outstanding book guides you through the most challenging of operations, helping you deliver high quality clinical care to your patients.

Clinical Autonomic and Mitochondrial Disorders

Clinical Management of Congenital Heart Disease from Infancy to Adulthood This practical resource for the clinical management of congenital heart disease offers essential instruction on the presentation and treatment of congenital heart defects throughout the life stages. Edited by renowned pediatric cardiologist Douglas S Moodie, MD, MS, from Texas Children's Hospital, and authored by seasoned practitioners with vast clinical experience, this book expertly addresses the continuum of clinical care issues at distinct stages of growth and development: Fetuses, neonates, and infants Children Adolescents and adults Organized by specific congenital heart condition, each well-referenced and highly organized chapter examines the clinical features, diagnostic testing, management, and outcomes associated with age-appropriate therapies. This book is an indispensable resource for all who need to stay up-to-date on the unique clinical challenges that CHD presents in the neonate to the adult. Audience Suggested for the general pediatrician, cardiology fellow, pediatrics resident and medical student. Practicing cardiologists (pediatric and internist) and cardiology nurse practitioners will also find it a good and quick reference source that is very readable.

Magnetic Resonance of Myelin, Myelination, and Myelin Disorders

This simple and easy-to-use guide to fetal echocardiography will help physicians and sonographers obtain a complete evaluation of the normal and abnormal fetal heart. The book is written in a user-friendly style and thoroughly illustrated with ultrasound images accompanied by schematic drawings. This edition presents a comprehensive approach to the examination of the fetal heart and covers all major cardiac anomalies. Chapters include color Doppler in fetal echocardiography, three-dimensional ultrasound in fetal echocardiography, first and early second trimester imaging of the fetal heart, and an updated genetics section. This book, written by internationally recognized experts in fetal echocardiography, is a must-have for physicians and sonographers interested in this field.

Congenital Heart Disease: A Surgical Color Atlas

Male genitourinary abnormalities are a source of great concern and distress to those affected. Surgery, when required, is very specialized and often extremely complex. The minimally-invasive surgical skills in robotic surgery are the best known for genitourinary surgery. The Illustrated Guideprovides urological surgeons, at all levels of experience from trainees to established specialists, with a full colour, highly illustrated and step-by-step approach to male genitoururgical surgery, enabling complete mastery of surgical techniques in this difficult and challenging area. Full-color throughout and with over 430 high-quality images, this comprehensive atlas covers key areas of urologic surgery including: Surgery for penile curvature Urethral reconstruction and artificial urinary sphincters Penile and scrotal reconstruction Surgery for male infertility Surgery for erectile dysfunction Surgery for penile cancer Each chapter includes an introduction to the condition and its challenge, a step-by-step guide to the surgical procedures applicable for that condition with surgical tips and tricks for improved techniques and outcomes. Brought to you by leading experts in the field of genitoururgical surgery, this outstanding book guides you through the most challenging of operations, helping you deliver high quality clinical care to your patients.

Congenital Heart Disease

There are significant advances in the understanding of the molecular mechanisms of cardiac development and the etiology of congenital heart disease (CHD). However, these have not yet evolved to such a degree as to be useful in preventing CHD at this time. Developments such as early detection of the neonates with serious heart disease and their rapid transport to tertiary care centers, availability of highly sensitive noninvasive diagnostic tools, advances in neonatal care and anesthesia, progress in transcatheter interventional procedures and extension of complicated surgical procedures to the neonate and infant have advanced to such a degree as to make it challenging for the teams to treat the growing numbers of patients with congenital heart disease. Among the most recent advances in congenital cardiac care are the development of the majority of the congenital cardiac malformations and lesions can be diagnosed and `corrected'. Treatment of the majority of the congenital cardiac anomalies and simpler cyanotic heart defects with currently available transcatheter and surgical techniques is feasible, effective and safe. The application of staged total cavopulmonary connection (Fontan) has markedly improved the long-term outlook of children who have one functioning ventricle. This book, I hope, will serve as a rich source of information to the physician caring for infants, children and adults with CHD which may help them provide optimal care for their patients.

Congenital and Perinatal Infections

The raison d’être for a new atlas of congenital heart surgery is based on the reality that the specialty has undergone numerous changes in the last few years resulting in...
cardiovascular pathology. Customers buy the Print + Electronic product together! Serves as a contemporary, all-inclusive guide to cardiovascular pathology for clinical researchers, as well as clinicians, pathologists, cardiologists, cardiac surgeons, and internal medicine offers New organization of each chapter to enable uniformity for learning and reference: Definition, Epidemiology, Clinical Presentation, Pathogenesis/Genetics, Light and Electron Microscopy/Immunohistochemistry. Differential Diagnosis, Treatment and Potential Complications Features six new chapters and expanded coverage of the normal heart and blood vessels, cardiovascular disease, infective endocarditis, tropical and infectious heart disease, and forensic pathology of the cardiovascular system. Contains 400+ full color illustrations and an online image collection facilitate research, study, and lecture slide creation

Perinatal Cardiology: A Multidisciplinary Approach
Park's Pediatric Cardiology for Practitioners is the essential medical reference book for the ever-changing field of pediatric cardiology. Comprehensive in its content, it provides the practical guidance you need to diagnose and manage children with congenital and acquired heart disease. From history and physical examination through the management of special problems, this fully revised 6th edition incorporates all of the latest concepts in cardiology, distilled in a way that is understandable to pediatricians, family practitioners, NPs, and PAs alike. "[A] concise reference book [...]Students and clinician practicing Pediatric cardiology will continue to find Park's Pediatric Cardiology book to be easy to read and refer for the precise information readily. "Reviewed by: BACCH Newsletter Date: March 2015 Apply the latest knowledge and methods with coverage of surgical techniques in pediatric cardiology, the application of interventional non-surgical techniques, blood pressure standards, and cardiac arrhythmia treatments. Easily grasp the latest techniques with helpful line drawings throughout. Select the best approaches for your patients with extensive coverage of special problems, including congestive heart failure and syncope. Take advantage of the most recent diagnostic advances in pediatrics and cardiology. Every topic is presented with current evidence and surgical treatments for all congenital and acquired heart diseases. New surgical approaches, including hybrid procedures, have been updated. A special focus has been placed on noninvasive imaging techniques, normative blood pressure standards, suggested approaches to pediatric hypertension, detection and management of lipid abnormalities as recommended by the Expert Panel, pediatric arrhythmias (including long QT syndrome), and much more. Access the full text online at Expert Consult.

Atlas of Cranioaxillofacial Osteosynthesis
This publication is one of a series of practical field guides produced by the Pan American Health Organization with best practice guidance for immunisation programmes in the region. The last case of poliomyelitis in the Americas was detected in 1991, and this guide contains information on the strategies needed to maintain polio eradication in the region. Sections cover: epidemiology, clinical aspects, vaccines, immunisation activities, epidemiological surveillance, case investigation and monitoring.

Texas Children's Hospital Handbook of Congenital Heart Disease
A unique and straightforward explanation of complex pathophysiology of cardiac malformations Addresses the important and growing concern of diagnosing heart disease and cardiac problems in pediatric care Provides the skills necessary for today's managed care environment in using the history, physical examination, ECG, and chest X-ray to uncover possible problems and eliminate areas of false concern Topics covered include preventive cardiology and health promotion, heart disease in the neonate and in special populations, congenital cardiac malformation, acquired cardiac conditions, and congestive heart failure

Atlas of Cardiac Catheterization for Congenital Heart Disease
Written by Dr. Filip Kucera, a pediatric cardiology consultant at Great Ormond Street Hospital, Atlas of Pediatric Echocardiography provides next level guidance for clinicians who want to improve their echocardiographic skills. It covers a wide range of levels, from a beginner to an advanced level. This highly illustrated atlas is an excellent resource not only for pediatric cardiologists and trainees in pediatric cardiology, but also neonatologists, pediatric intensivists, and pediatricians with an interest in echocardiography. Contains over 800 high-quality echocardiograms, depicting normal views followed by congenital and acquired cardiovascular defects and other conditions. Provides clear explanations for all pathology images for a clear understanding of the diagnosis. Includes a guide to normal echocardiographic examination. Covers segmental approach to congenital heart disease; atrial, ventricular and atrio-ventricular septal defects; diseases of the mitral, tricuspid, left and right hemodynamic changes; atrio- and ventricular septal defect; tetralogy of Fallot; transposition of the great arteries; truncus arteriosus; functionally single ventricle; PDA; coarctation and interruption of the aorta; vascular rings; pulmonary and systemic venous anomalies; congenital coronary artery abnormalities; myocarditis; cardiomyopathies; Kawasaki disease; rheumatic heart disease; infective endocarditis; pericardial disease; cardiac tumors; pulmonary hypertension; genetic syndromes; mechanical circulatory support; heart transplantation and more.

Fundamentals of Congenital Minimally Invasive Cardiac Surgery
Thoroughly revised and updated, the fifth edition of this prize-winning title retains the high level of illustration and accessibility that has made it so popular worldwide with medical students and trainees approaching clinical specialty exams. Illustrated Textbook of Paediatrics has been translated into eight languages over its life. Case studies. Summary boxes. Tips for patient education. Highly illustrated with 100s of colour images. Diseases consistently presented by Clinical features; Investigations; Management; Prognosis; and, where appropriate, Prevention. Separate chapters on Accidents Child protection Diabetes and endocrinology Inborn Errors of Metabolism New chapter on Global child health New co-editor, Will Carroll, Chair of MRCPCH Theory Examinations. Pediatric Cardiology for Practitioners
Illustrated Textbook of Paediatrics
A concise clinical reference that facilitates the diagnosis of intracranial and perinatally acquired infections was the goal in creating the Congenital and Perinatal Infections: A Concise Guide to Diagnosis. Information about the natural history, m- ament, and outcome of these infections is well detailed in many other sources, and is not included in this. Rather, the focus of the book is diagnosis. The initial chapters provide general information about serological and nonserological assays that are used for the diagnosis of infections, and a chapter about the placenta includes details about histopathological findings that can be helpful with the diagnosis of congenital inf- tions. The remainder of the book is devoted to the diagnosis of specific congenital and/or perinatal infections. As illustrated in the chapters about specific infections, the approach to diagnosis of a congenital or perinatally acquired infection in the neonate begins, when possible, with consideration and diagnosis of infection in the pregnant woman, knowledge of how the infection is transmitted, and the risk of that infection for the woman and her fetus or neonate. The possibility of congenital or perinatal infection in neonates is usually considered because of the diagnosis of, or concern about a s- cific infection in, a mother during pregnancy that can be transmitted to the neonate or because of clinical findings in the neonate at birth that suggest an infectious cause.

Atlas of Pediatric Cardiac Surgery
Radiology to me is an art more than a science; an art of imaging the human body, and an art of extracting information from an image. Radiology today is a vital specialty that almost no other medical specialty can work without. Congenital anomalies and syndromes are complex subjects in all medical specialties. They require knowledge of anatomy, normal physiology, and the main tools to be used for diagnosis. History, observation, clinical examination, and laboratory investigations are essential elements for diagnosis, which need to be used before radiology investigations are initiated. The idea of this book is based on a simple principle: it is to link radiology to these basic medical tools. The book is written for junior radiologists, radiology students, and doctors interested in congenital malformations and syndromes. Each disease is represented with a detailed, description, etiology, diagnostic cri- na, main symptoms, and its typical diagnostic radiological features on the modern radiological modalities available today.

An Illustrated Guide to Veterinary Medical Terminology
Written by expert radiologists at the Mayo Clinic and other leading institutions, this book provides a comprehensive review of echocardiographic evaluation and imaging of congenital heart disease in pediatric and adult patients. Coverage includes advanced techniques such as tissue Doppler, three-dimensional echocardiography, intracardiac and intraoperative transesophageal echocardiography, and cardiac magnetic resonance imaging. Chapters provide complete information on the full range of abnormalities and on evaluation of valve prostheses and the transplanted heart. More than 1,300 illustrations, including over 900 in full color, complement the text. Purchase includes online access to AVI clips developed at the Mayo Clinic of the congenital-specific lesions illustrated in the book.

A Practical Guide to Fetal Echocardiography
This atlas depicts and describes catheter-based interventions across the entire pediatric age range, from fetal life through to early adulthood, with the aim of
providing an illustrated step-by-step guide that will help the reader to master these techniques and apply them in everyday practice. Clear instruction is offered on a wide range of procedures, including vascular access, fetal interventions, valve dilation, angioplasty, stent implantation, defect closure, defect creation, valve implantation, hybrid approaches, and other miscellaneous procedures. The atlas complements the previously published handbook, Cardiac Catheterization for Congenital Heart Disease, by presenting a wealth of photographs, images, and drawings selected or designed to facilitate the planning, performance, and evaluation of diagnostic and interventional procedures in the field of congenital heart disease. It will assist in the safe, efficient performance of these procedures, in decision making, and in the recognition and treatment of complications.

**Atlas of Male Genitourethral Surgery**

This book establishes and specifies a rigorously scientific and clinically valid basis for nonpharmaceutical approaches to many common diseases and disorders found in clinical settings. It includes lifestyle and supplement recommendations for beginning and maintaining autonomic nervous system and mitochondrial health and wellness. The book is organized around a six-pronged mind-body wellness program and contains a series of clinical applications and frequently asked questions. The physiologic need and clinical benefit and synergism of all six aspects working together are detailed, including the underlying biochemistry, with exhaustive references to statistically significant and clinically relevant studies. The book covers a range of clinical disorders, including anxiety, arrhythmia, atherosclerosis, bipolar disease, dementia, depression, fatigue, fibromyalgia, heart diseases, hypertension, mast cell disorder, migraine, and PTSD. Clinical Autonomic and Mitochondrial Disorders: Diagnosis, Prevention, and Treatment for Mind-Body Wellness is an essential resource for physicians, residents, fellows, medical students, and researchers in cardiology, primary care, neurology, endocrinology, psychiatry, and integrative and functional medicine. It provides therapy options to the indications and diagnoses published in the authors' book Clinical Autonomic Dysfunction (Springer, 2014).

**Pediatric Cardiology**

**The Retina Illustrated**

This comprehensive textbook on the echocardiographic assessment of pediatric and congenital heart disease has been updated for a second edition with an emphasis on new technologies. This highly-illustrated full-color reference contains over 1200 figures, and offers over 600 video clips on a companion website. Fully updated, with new chapters on the assessment of the post-Fontan procedure patient and on pregnancy and heart disease. Each lesion chapter includes new section highlighting the key elements of the echocardiogram(s). Written by experts from the leading centers around the world, with numerous new authors. Revision emphasizes new technologies and quality of images. Comprehensive content contains overview of ultrasound physics, discussion of laboratory set-up, protocol for a standard pediatric echocardiogram and quantitative methods of echocardiographic evaluation, including assessment of diastolic function. Also includes special techniques and topics including 3D echocardiography, intraoperative echocardiography, and fetal echocardiography.

**Clinical Diagnosis of Congenital Heart Disease**

**Congenital Diseases and Syndromes**

The Illustrated Field Guide to Congenital Heart Disease and Repair - Folio, 2nd Edition was created as an alternative to the pocket-sized visual resource for pediatric cardiologists, nurses, residents, and medical students. In addition, it is intended as a quick reference for anesthesiologists, general pediatricians and adult cardiologists who see only the occasional patient with congenital heart disease. Profusely illustrated with chapters covering: 1) Normal & Fetal Circulation 2) Congenital Heart Defects 3) Echocardiography 4) Electrophysiology 5) Catheterization Interventions 6) Surgical Repair 7) CU Post-operative care 8) Cardiac Pharmacology. Written by leaders in the specialty, with illustrations by renowned illustrators Paul and Jasper Burns.
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